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Abstract
Patients with multiple sclerosis (MS) represent a diverse and heterogeneous population varying in terms of disease type, its severity and variable progression/time-course, and with regard to the wide range of presenting symptoms. Consequently, detailed experience with individual patients is important to provide examples of therapy to specific patient types. In this article, real-life data from clinical practice showing specific aspects relating to use of 9-delta-tetrahydrocannabinol and cannabidiol (THC:CBD) oromucosal spray (Sativex®) in patients with moderate to severe spasticity resistant to usual therapy will be presented. Three common clinical scenarios will be considered: MS patients with resistance to usual spasticity therapies; patients with impairment in MS spasticity symptoms; MS patients with relevant impairment in quality of life/activities of daily living (QoL/ADL). These case reports highlight the diverse nature of the MS spasticity population and they show the possible usefulness of THC:CBD oromucosal spray in individual patients with moderate to severe spasticity resistant to existing therapies, within the frame of use approved after large clinical trial results. Perhaps the most important finding is the possibility of obtaining relevant improvements in QoL/ADL in some patients with resistant MS spasticity, allowing them to engage back in physical and social activities.

Introduction

There is a wealth of data from Phase III clinical trials supporting the efficacy and safety of THC:CBD oromucosal spray (Sativex®), a novel cannabinoid-based medicine comprising a 1:1 mixture of 9-delta-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC) and cannabidiol (CBD) [1–7] in patients with multiple sclerosis (MS)-related spasticity. This has been further supplemented by a growing database of real-world experience comprising thousands of MS patients [8–10; see Rekand, this issue]. Given the heterogeneous nature of the MS population in terms of type of disease, its variable progression/time-course and the wide variation in symptoms and their severity, detailed experience with individual patients is important to illustrate therapy possibilities to specific patient types.

At the Marianne-Strauss-Klinik in Berg, Germany we have treated over 200 patients with resistant MS spasticity with THC:CBD oromucosal spray since September 2011 (fig. 1). In this article findings are presented for three clinical scenarios (two particular cases selected for each
scenario) representing specific and typical clinical situations observed in everyday practice. Details of the patient’s history prior to the introduction of THC:CBD oromucosal spray, the effectiveness of the new therapy and information regarding any changes made to optimize symptom control and manage adverse effects will be outlined. Details of two of these three clinical scenarios, as chosen by the audience, were presented at the ECTRIMS 2013 congress satellite symposium in Copenhagen. The three clinical scenarios were:

- MS patients with resistance to spasticity therapies
- Patients with impairment in their MS spasticity associated symptoms
- MS patients with relevant impairment in their quality of life/activities of daily living (QoL/ADL).

Systematic reviews describe limited evidence to support the efficacy of existing first-line therapies such as baclofen, tizanidine and gabapentin in patients with MS spasticity [11]. The German MOVE1 study demonstrated that 40–60% of physicians were dissatisfied with existing therapies for moderate to severe MS spasticity [12]. Thus, there appears to be a clear unmet need for better treatments to help physicians manage their patients with resistant moderate to severe MS spasticity.

**Clinical Scenario 1: MS Patients with Resistance to Spasticity Therapies**

**Case 1: Patient Details**

This case involved a 66-year-old female with secondary progressive MS, and an EDSS of 6.0. In 1979 the first incidence of MS (retrobulbar neuritis in left eye) was documented. Since 2001 there has been a progressive decrease in walking ability and in 2009 the patient developed extreme temporary spasticity in the legs. Regular antispasticity medications such as baclofen, tizanidine and gabapentin were ineffective. MRI revealed pathological changes in the cervical segment of the spinal cord (fig. 2).

**Initial Treatment**

Intravenous corticosteroids (1,000 mg every 3 months) were insufficiently effective. Similarly, intrathecal triamcinolone was insufficiently effective. A baclofen pump was implanted and decreased the spasticity in the legs; however increased attacks of flexor spasticity occurred with this treatment.

**Addition of THC:CBD and Clinical Outcome**

Before THC:CBD oromucosal spray was started the patient remained on the baclofen pump (225 μg/day) and could walk 252 m in 14 min with the use of a walking frame (EDSS 6.0), but still had attacks of flexor spasticity. At a follow-up visit in June 2013 THC:CBD oromucosal spray was started at a dosage of one spray at night and increased up to a dosage of 3 sprays/day (morning, afternoon and evening). This specific add-on antispastic treatment has reduced the number of spasticity attacks significantly (NRS decreased from 5/10 to 2/10). Walking distance has been increased to 395 m in 20 min.

**Case 2: Patient Details**

The second case involves a 45-year-old male with relapsing-remitting MS, and an EDSS of 6.0. In 1998 the first incidence of MS (ataxia, weakness, and sensory dis-
turbances of both legs) occurred. Between 2009 and 2011 the patient received interferon beta-1b, and this was changed to fingolimod in October 2011 as a result of further relapses. The patient developed a severe recurrent equinovarus position of the right foot at rest and after tactile stimuli (a type of flexor spasticity), and the walking distance was 40 m in 1 min without a device (100 m with a walking frame). No antispastic medication was prescribed because of poor tolerability.

Initial Treatment

The patient was started on low dose baclofen but could not tolerate a dose >10 mg/day. Gabapentin and pregabalin was then tried, but these were also ineffective at dosages which the patient could tolerate without side effects.

Addition of THC:CBD Oromucosal Spray and Clinical Outcome

THC:CBD oromucosal spray was initiated at a dosage of 2 sprays/day (morning and evening), in combination with baclofen 10 mg/day, and this regimen significantly reduced the leg spasticity (NRS decreased from 8/10 to 0/10). At a follow-up visit in June 2013 (after 148 days’ treatment) the patient’s condition was stable and he was receiving THC:CBD oromucosal spray 5 sprays/day (2 in the morning and evening and one in the afternoon) and he has stopped taking baclofen. The recurrent equinovarus position of the right foot which was evident prior to antispasticity therapy was markedly improved by THC:CBD (fig. 3) and the walking distance had increased to 170 m in 3 min without a device.

Clinical Scenario 2: MS Patients with Impairment in MS Spasticity Associated Symptoms

Case 3: Patient Details

The third case involved a 49-year-old male with secondary progressive MS, and an EDSS of 6.5. In 1997 the first incidence of MS (sensory disturbances) occurred. From 2002 onwards there has been progressive weakness in the arms and legs and since 2012 there has been an increasing incidence of painful spasticity at night. The patient had paresis of lower extremities with reduced muscle strength (2/5–3/5) and was able to walk 118 m in 6 min with a walking frame. He was receiving baclofen 10 mg three times a day.

Initial Treatment

Increasing the baclofen dosage increased the weakness in the legs.
Addition of THC:CBD Oromucosal Spray and Clinical Outcome

THC:CBD oromucosal spray 6 sprays/day was started and there was an immediate improvement in hand function. Furthermore, there were no signs of weakness and both spasticity and pain were decreased (NRS 8/10 to 4/10). At a follow-up in June 2013 (344 days treatment) the patient had maintained stable improvement in NRS scores for pain and spasticity and lower limb paresis with muscle strength of 2/5–3/5. Treatment comprised THC:CBD oromucosal spray 6 sprays/day and baclofen 10 mg/day. The walking distance was stable over at least one year and he could manage 100 m in 3 min with a walking frame compared with 118 m in 6 min before THC:CBD treatment.

Case 4: Patient Details

The fourth case involved a 53-year-old female with secondary progressive MS, and an EDSS of 8.0. In 1998 the first incidence of MS (diplopic images) occurred. From 2010 onwards there has been progressive weakness in the arms and legs, and since 2011 there has been an increasing incidence of painful spasticity attacks at night. The patient had paresis of lower extremities with muscle strength 2/5–3/5 and was unable to walk due to recurrent flexor spasticity. She was receiving baclofen (10 mg in the morning and 15 mg at night) and pregabalin (100 mg in the morning, 75 mg in the afternoon and 125 mg at night).

Initial Treatment

Intravenous corticosteroids were insufficiently effective. Similarly, intrathecal triamcinolone only decreased spasticity for the first 4 weeks and therefore it was insufficiently effective.

Addition of THC:CBD Oromucosal Spray and Clinical Outcome

THC:CBD oromucosal spray (up-titrated to 3 sprays in the morning and 5 sprays at night) was started and the patient regained the ability to stand and transfer was possible with assistance. At a follow-up in June 2013 (after 611 days’ treatment) the patient had improved motor function (EDSS 7.5). Treatment comprised THC:CBD oromucosal spray 3 sprays at night, baclofen 10 mg at night and pregabalin (100 mg in the morning and 300 mg at night) and was able to walk 4 m in 2 min. Unaided transfer was also possible.

Clinical Scenario 3: MS Patients with Relevant Impairment in Quality of Life/Activities of Daily Living (QoL/ADL)

Worsening MS spasticity correlates with impairment of daily living and decreased QoL; it is also associated with increased disability which places a large burden on healthcare systems and costs [12–14]. THC:CBD oromucosal spray produced significant improvement in Barthel Activities of Daily Living scores compared to placebo (p = 0.0067) in the largest Phase III study [1]. Furthermore, increases in QoL were reported by both patients and carers in a questionnaire survey of THC:CBD spray users in the UK [15].

Case 5: Patient Details

This case involved a 41-year-old female with secondary progressive MS, and an EDSS of 6.5. In 2001 the first incidence of MS (dysarthria, right-sided paresis and gait problems) was documented. Since 2011 there has been a
progressive decrease in walking ability and in 2012 the patient developed recurrent temporary spasticity attacks with supination of the right foot. Regular antispasticity medication included baclofen 10 mg three times a day and gabapentin (300 mg three times a day and 800 mg at night). The walking distance was 58 m in 6 min with a walking frame.

**Initial Treatment**
Firstly, baclofen dosage was increased but this was ineffective and increased weakness. Increasing the dosage of gabapentin was also ineffective.

**Addition of THC:CBD Oromucosal Spray and Clinical Outcome**
THC:CBD oromucosal spray 3 sprays/day was added to the previous antispasticity regimen and there was an immediate improvement in walking distance. At a follow-up in June 2013 the patient was receiving baclofen 2.5 mg three times a day and gabapentin (300 mg three times a day and 800 mg at night) plus THC:CBD oromucosal spray 3 sprays/day and the walking distance had improved to 160 m in 10 min with a walking frame and peroneal splint. QoL was improved for this patient since the increased mobility and ability to walk enabled her to go back to work.

**Case 6: Patient Details**
This case involved a 69-year-old male with secondary progressive MS, and an EDSS of 8.5. In 1978 the first incidence of MS (gait disturbances) occurred. From 2004 onwards there has been progressive weakness in the arms and legs and since 2012 there has been an increasing incidence of painful flexor spasticity attacks in the legs. The patient had trunk instability and movement was only possible with assistance. He was receiving baclofen 5 mg three times a day and 10 mg at night.

**Initial Treatment**
The baclofen dosage was decreased to improve tolerability while stabilizing the trunk but this increased flexor spasticity attacks.

**Addition of THC:CBD Oromucosal Spray and Clinical Outcome**
THC:CBD oromucosal spray 5 sprays/day was started and there was an improvement in trunk stability and spasticity was decreased (NRS 8/10 to 1/10). Furthermore, transfer was easier and baclofen dosage was decreased to 5 mg/day. At a follow-up in June 2013 (after 425 days treatment) the patient had maintained stable improvement in NRS scores. Treatment comprised THC:CBD oromucosal spray 5 sprays/day and pregabalin (50 mg in the morning and 75 mg at night). Baclofen was discontinued. Inclusion of THC:CBD oromucosal spray in the treatment regimen resulted in meaningful improvement in condition and better sleep at night. This resulted in less fatigue during the day and greater ability to engage in physical and social activities.

**Conclusions**
From the outcomes of the treatment of this small sample of different MS spasticity typologies, it can be said that in clinical practice THC:CBD oromucosal spray is an effective and viable option for moderate to severe spasticity MS patients resistant to existing therapies. For some patients the dosage of existing therapies might be reduced and this can help minimise the impact of weakness and also limit the possibility of developing adverse drug effects. As observed in some clinical trials, relevant improvements in QoL/ADL can be achieved using THC:CBD spray in patients with MS spasticity allowing them to engage in everyday activities with family, friends and work colleagues.
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